
dancing and colorful lights

VOGUE BOOTH
Light up your event with a multi-color LED Vogue Photo Booth enclosure.

. This setup is perfect for a wedding, corporate function, or any occasion. 

Works great Videos and for Boomerangs or GIF.

✓ 1 Slow motion camera

✓ 1 Camera man

✓ High-Resolution Videos

✓ Special Lights for Videos

✓ 1 Photo Booth Attendant

✓ Text and Email share

✓ Delivery, Set Up & Breakdown

✓ Custom video overlay

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. Anything within 30 

miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 1299.00
4 hours event

$ 1499.00

6 hours event

$ 1699.00
Extra hours

$ 200.00

✓ Great soundtrack options

✓ Animated Video Features

✓ multi-color LED Vogue Photo Booth



AMAZING MINI VIDEO-CLIPS AT PARTY

INSTACLIP
Do you know that amazing video on social media that you don’t know how it was done? 

We do it here! Simple and effective! Here we can adapt ourselves in every possible 

scenario. One person of our squad will start the record and edition system, that can 

receive a special soundtrack and vignette, until the other one will get a camera to record 

the participants. Here we have only one take with a few seconds to record it, and the 

result is awesome!

✓ 1 Slow motion camera

✓ 1 Camera man

✓ High-Resolution Videos

✓ Special Lights for Videos

✓ 1 Photo Booth Attendant

✓ Text and Email share

✓ Delivery, Set Up & Breakdown

✓ Custom video overlay

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. Anything within 30 

miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 699.00
4 hours event

$ 899.00

6 hours event

$ 1099.00
Extra hours

$ 150.00

✓ Great soundtrack options

✓ Animated Video Features



Get tattooed in 3 seconds

Digital tattoo
Digital Tattoo provides a whole new world of possibilities. Surprising all your event 

guests in an unique way to impact your costumers and make their experience 

unforgettable! We develop some exclusive layouts to your guests choose what they 

to do, and in only 3 seconds they get a brand new tattoo on their skin, instantly!

✓ 1 Digital Tattoo device

✓ Unlimited tattoos in period

✓ Customized tattoo design

✓ 2 Digital tattoo Attendant

✓ Led Backpack

✓ Certified Ingredients approved by the FDA

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. Anything within 30 

miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 399.00
4 hours event

$ 549.00

6 hours event

$ 799.00
Extra hours

$ 100.00



360 degrees slow motion vídeo activation

insta360
Insta360 provides amazing video with our structure that goes around a central axis 

recording each angle from the people. Capturing and rendering automatically, our 

system allows us uncountable customizations.

Slow-motion, fast-motion, boomerang, music, overlays… a lot possibilities and the 

results get unique!

✓ 1 Insta360 device with slow motion camera

✓ Unlimited 360 SLOW MOTION VIDEOS

✓ High-Resolution Videos

✓ 2 Videos Booth Attendant

✓ Text and Email share

✓ Delivery, Set Up & Breakdown

✓ CUSTOM VIDEO OVERLAY

✓ Great soundtrack options

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. 

Anything within 30 miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address 

of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 699.00
4 hours event

$ 899.00

6 hours event

$ 1099.00
Extra hours

$ 150.00

✓ Animated 360 Video Features

✓ Little space needed – 10 feet x 10 feet



PHOTO, ANIMATED GIFS, BOOMERANG VIDEOS AND MORE!

GIF MACHINE
GIF Machine is made for those who need a different and pretty result on their 

event, but doesn’t have much space to explore other possibilities. If you want and 

animated gif, boomerang or slow-motion videos, animated frames, chroma-key 

result, our GIF Machine can do it for you! All of this with a high sharing velocity to 

each participant.

✓ 1 GIF Machine Booth with Ipad

✓ 1 Photo Booth Attendant

✓ Unlimited Photo Sessions

✓ Photos, Videos, GIFs, Boomerangs

✓ Text, Email, AirDrop Photo

✓ Online Gallery of All Photos

✓ Customized Overlay Design

✓ Virtual Props

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. Anything within 30 

miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 449.00
4 hours event

$ 599.00

6 hours event

$ 749.00
Extra hours

$ 100.00



Mobility at your event to not leave anyone out!

Selfie mobile
Do you know when you really need something cool to entertain your guests and make 

them happy, but you don’t have so much space? That’s the point we have to introduce 

you the Selfie Mobile! It goes exactly to your guests, wherever they are, making instantly 

photos and videos to share on-time! Our squad will go around the event searching for 

people who want to participate. No one will be left out! Our Selfie Mobile gives you 

mobility to walk in all the and get different points of view from your event, perfect for 

your necessities.

✓ 1 Selfie Mobile Booth device with ring light

✓ 1 Photo Booth Attendant

✓ Unlimited Photo Sessions

✓ Photos, Videos, GIFs, Boomerangs

✓ Text, Email, AirDrop Photos

✓ Online Gallery of All Photos

✓ Customized Overlay Design

✓ Virtual Props

What’s included on it?
Our travel fee depends on distance to location, length of event, and end time of event. Anything within 30 

miles of FL Zip Code 34786 is free. For other distance send us the address of your event for a quote.

How much is it?

2 hours event

$ 349.00
4 hours event

$ 499.00

6 hours event

$ 649.00
Extra hours

$ 100.00
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